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1. 'This is Diane Kichijitsu... My grandfather 
enjoys ___ shows.'
3. Ms. Cook: 'Is _____ a campground near the 
lake?' Josh: 'Yes, _____ is.'
4. 'He's Euan Craig from Australia. He makes 
_____ .'
6. (he - his - him - his) (___ - her - her - hers)
7. Ms. Cook: 'On the afternoon of December 
31, we visited the British ______.'
9. Woman: 'Where is Midori Station?' Kaito: 
'Let's see... Go _____ this street. Turn left at 
the second traffic light.'
10. Kaito: 'I'm thinking about ______. Are you 
free?' Meg: '______? Yes, I'm free. Why?'
11. Meg: 'What were you doing?' Kaito: 'I ___ 
playing soccer outside.'
14. Asami: 'Are you _____ a picture?' Josh: 
'No, I'm not. I'm _____ a video for Meg.'
16. '_____ do you like, rakugo or kabuki?'
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Across
2. Meg: 'I ____ to listen to the presentation... I 
don't ____ to be late for the presentation.'
5. (we - our - us - ____) (they - their - them - 
theirs)
8. Ms. Cook: 'We took 'the Tube,' London's 
subway... We ____ fish and chips, and walked 
around.'
10. Ms. Cook: 'I _______ to London with my 
friend during winter vacation.'
11. '_____ ticket is this?' 'It's mine.'
12. (I - my - me - mine) (you - your - you - 
_____)
13. Unit 11: 'This Year's _______'
15. Unit 9: 'Think Globally, Act ______'
16. Mr Toda: 'What's _____?' Meg: 'I have a 
headache.'
17. Asami: '___ you eat any traditional New 
Year's food?' Meg: 'Yes, we ___.'
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